
If you’re looking for a partner with the tools and experience to help you run better and 
manage smarter, contact us today at 1-800-235-7200 or visit us at raymondcorp.com.

LOWER YOUR COST-PER-MOVE FOR  
PALLETS OF ALL SIZES.
More economical than traditional standup 
counterbalanced trucks, and more productive than 
walkie stackers, the Raymond 8530 Rider Stacker 
gives you the best of both worlds for exceptional 
versatility and capability. 

Ideal for horizontal transport, low-level order picking, 
and vertical pallet handling applications (up to 72”), 
the 8530 lets you handle loads at the floor or first 
level, and to interface with racks and conveyors.

RAYMOND®  
8530 RIDER 
STACKER 

Handle pallets of all sizes 
and types with 42” ITA hook-
style forks.

Move more pallets and 
pick more cases per hour 
with quick acceleration 
and smoother directional 
changes.

Reduce energy 
consumption and costs 
with Raymond’s  
Eco-Performance  
energy-efficient design.

Run more efficiently with 
fewer battery changes.

OPTIONAL LITHIUM-ION BATTERY

Low-maintenance, seamlessly integrated lithium-ion 
battery delivers:

+ Greater efficiency 

+ Faster charging

+ Longer run times  

+ Superior capacity 
retention

+ Lower total cost of 
ownership
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For more information or an on-site demonstration of how the 8530 Rider Stacker could enhance 
your low-level order picking applications and horizontal and vertical pallet handling, please contact 

your local Raymond Solutions & Support Center.

Part of a perfectly tailored, seamlessly integrated warehouse solution, the 
Raymond 8530 Rider Stacker is a smart truck capable of giving you the data-
driven insights you need to enhance the flow of goods through your facility. 

Whether you’re looking to improve your current workflow, update your 
technologies, or transition to automation, let our team of experts assess your 
needs, identify opportunities, and recommend solutions.

Talk to us about putting the industry’s most comprehensive telematics and 
intralogistics solutions to work for your business.

OPTIMIZE YOUR OPERATION  
ON THE ROAD TO AUTOMATION

3030  
RAYMOND  
COURIER  
AUTOMATED  
STACKER 
Ideal for picking loads off the ground or  
at heights up to 72”, the Raymond Courier 
Automated Stacker offers a versatile,  
flexible, automated solution for a wide variety 
of horizontal transport and vertical pallet 
handling applications.

If you’re looking for a partner with the tools and experience to 
help you run better and manage smarter, contact us today at 
1-800-235-7200 or visit us at raymondcorp.com.

iWAREHOUSE® INTELLIGENT WAREHOUSE SOLUTIONS
Optimize your operation by leveraging valuable 
data from your fleet, assets, and workforce 
using the industry’s most comprehensive and 
scalable telematics platform. Save time, cut 
costs, and run more efficiently with an array of 
customizable insights, including:

+ recommendations on right-sizing your fleet 
+ management solutions and suggestions to 

optimize labor efficiency 
+ asset maintenance and management 
+ track/control lift truck movements and locate 

personnel/assets

SPECIFICATIONS

Capacity: 2,500 lbs.

Lift Height (with LBR) 113”

Lift Speed 45 fpm

Head Length 79”

Overall Length 121”

Overall Width 33.25"

Turning Radius 69.8”

Travel Speed 6 mph loaded  
and unloaded

Operator Space 661 sq in

RAYMOND® 8530 RIDER STACKER 
APPLICATIONS

+Horizontal & vertical handling 
of multiple pallet types/sizes

+Low-level order picking

+Product/Pallet moves 

 -Floor level

 -Pickup & delivery stations

 -Conveyors

 -Low-level racking

*Automated model is comparable, but not identical to 
the manual model referenced.

AUTOMATED VERSION AVAILABLE*  


